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The bestselling book for every boy from eight to eighty, covering essential boyhood skills such as

building tree houses*, learning how to fish, finding true north, and even answering the age old

question of what the big deal with girls is.In this digital age there is still a place for knots, skimming

stones and stories of incredible courage. This book recaptures Sunday afternoons, stimulates

curiosity, and makes for great father-son activities. The brothers Conn and Hal have put together a

wonderful collection of all things that make being young or young at heart funâ€”building go-carts

and electromagnets, identifying insects and spiders, and flying the world's best paper airplanes.The

completely revised American Edition includes: The Greatest Paper Airplane in the WorldThe Seven

Wonders of the Ancient WorldThe Five Knots Every Boy Should

KnowStickballSlingshotsFossilsBuilding a Treehouse*Making a Bow and ArrowFishing (revised with

US Fish)Timers and TripwiresBaseball's "Most Valuable Players"Famous Battles-Including

Lexington and Concord, The Alamo, and Gettysburg Spies-Codes and CiphersMaking a

Go-CartNavajo Code Talkers' DictionaryGirlsCloud FormationsThe States of the U.S. Mountains of

the U.S.NavigationThe Declaration of Independence Skimming StonesMaking a PeriscopeThe Ten

CommandmentsCommon US TreesTimeline of American History
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I have been thoroughly enjoying the book, as has my son and thousands of boys (and dads!) in



Great Britain and the US. What is it about this book that brings such excitement to so many?If I had

to offer my opinion, I would say that the appeal of this book is that it does not ask any boy to

apologize for being a boy. Our culture is infested with the demand that boys forgo their God given

call to grow up to be men, largely because we have adopted an unhealthy view of just what a man

is. Whether our example be found in Homer Simpson, Ray Romano or the dad on Family Guy, men

are portrayed as selfish imbeciles in a large portion of the media. Women are shown to be

compassionate and intelligent, and they are usually given the role of the one who fixes the problems

created by men. I have no doubt that most women are compassionate and intelligent, but the

common negative portrayal of men is presented far too often, and frankly I'm tired of it.This book

has a different take on what it means to be a boy, which is important because boys grow up to be

men. From a biblical standpoint, men are meant to lead their families and churches by serving them.

Where can you find such a concept on the television? You can't. This is yet another reason to get

this book in the hands of a boy and his dad and get them outside to explore the world, whether that

be an excursion in the woods or even just in the back yard. But how does this book portray a boy?

What ideals are encouraged?I'm glad you asked.I simply cannot take this book section by section.

There are instructions meant to get a boy started in tying knots, making a bow and arrow, fishing

and many other activities. These are expected out of a book about being a boy.

And great for it!It's dangerous because it brings back values from a time when personal

responsibility was assumed, not assumed to be absent. Hunting with airguns is dangerous, but

teaches that meat doesn't arrive on Earth wrapped in clear plastic. Anything to do with spies is

dangerous, but codes and invisible inks are fun, can be used responsibly, and are an important part

of history (n.b. the role of espionage in the American Revolution). Doing things with electricity like

making batteries, electromagnets, and pocket lights is dangerous, but teaches some of fundements

of the technologies that drive the modern world. Soccer is dangerous, I've seen kids break bones

playing it, but it is good healthy fun, and the kids who broke bones openly and loudly resented

having to sit out games while they recovered. Girls are dangerous in so many ways, but when

treated with respect can make life better. Grammar is dangerous, especially in the hands of an

attorney, but creates quite an advantage for those who master it.All these things and more are

discussed, and alternatives to XBox, Gameboy, PlayStation, etc are offered. This book is incredibly

dangerous to proponents of a 'managed society' where everyone is protected from everything, and

everyone is free and happy in exactly the proscribed fashion. And I'm OK with this. Because "the

Dangerous Book for Boys" also encourages responsibility, manners, education, self-reliance,



creativity, and a host of other values that receive lip-service but little actual support in mainstream

America.Several reviewers have expressed their displeasure with the phrase "for Boys". Get over it.
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